Paleolithic cave art worksheet answer key

Home World History Prehistoric Age This topic is ideal for any class studying the Stone Age, or if you’re looking to explore a different style of art or techniques. Experimenting with charcoal, berries, leaves, homemade paints and more, children get a sense of what it was like to create art thousands of years ago and why these pieces were created
Panel of the Rhinos, Chauvet Cave (Replica) The Chauvet Cave (also known as the Chauvet-Pont-d'Arc Cave) is a Palaeolithic cave situated near Vallon-Pont-d'Arc in the Ardèche region of southern France that houses impeccably preserved, exquisite examples of prehistoric art. Now reliably dated to between c. 33,000 and c. 30,000 years ago, the
numerous and diverse animals that dot the interior walls of the cave – both painted and engraved – show such high artistic quality that they were initially thought to have been closer in age to the similarly stunning, but much younger art in caves such as the Lascaux Cave. Its age and artistry have made us reconsider the story of art as well as the
capabilities of these humans. The cave has been granted UNESCO World Heritage status. The Discovery On Sunday, 18 December 1994 CE, Jean-Marie Chauvet and his two friends Éliette Brunel and Christian Hillaire were following their passion for speleology (the study of caves) and exploring an area on the left bank of the river Ardèche, close to
the Pont-d'Arc. A light air flow emanating from a hole alerted them to the possible existence of underground caverns. While making their way through the passages they then discovered some small traces of red ochre, before being blown away by the full magnitude of the hundreds of paintings and engravings. THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF PAINTINGS
& ENGRAVINGS IN THE CHAUVET CAVE, RANGING FROM GEOMETRIC FORMS OF RED DOTS ON THE WALLS, TO HANDPRINTS, TO MORE THAN 420 ANIMAL REPRESENTATIONS. Human Occupation The Chauvet Cave was occupied by humans during at least two periods, the first from c. 37,500 years ago to c. 33,500 years ago, and the
second from c. 32,000 to c. 27,000 years ago. Around 80% of the registered dates fall around the 32,000 years old mark – which corresponds with the average age of the paintings and engravings and sits snugly in the Aurignacian period. The remaining signs of occupation are from around 27,000 years ago, which ties in with the succeeding
Gravettian period. From at least around 21,000 years ago onwards until its rediscovery in 1994 CE, the Chauvet Cave was completely sealed off to visitors due to the entrance having collapsed. The artists of this cave thus belonged to the Aurignacian culture, the first culture of the Late- or Upper Palaeolithic in Europe which began when anatomically
modern humans first arrived in Europe around 40,000 years ago and lasted until around 28,000 years ago. They were hunter-gatherers whose prey was made up predominantly of reindeer, horses, bison and aurochs, and faced competition from predators such as cave bears and cave lions, panthers and wolves. Aurignacians used a wide range of
organic tools, made personal ornaments, figurative art, and even musical instruments, and are thus seen to show the full package of what we call fully modern behaviour. Hearths have been found within the cave, so it is clear that daily activities of these groups of people took place here, too. Interestingly, the hearths had an additional, non-domestic
use – they were also used for producing charcoal, which was part of the artists' toolkit. The artists of Chauvet Cave had torches at their disposal to cast dim, flickering shadows in the pitch black darkness within the cave. The natural relief of the walls would have been continually highlighted and contrasted, which must have been impressive to
witness, especially when combined with the animal shapes used to decorate them. To paint, black paint made from charcoal or manganese dioxide and red paint made from haematite was applied onto the rock surfaces, either by brushes; fingers; using bits of charcoal as pencils; or stump-drawing, which is sticking paint on the wall and then spreading
it with your hand or a piece of hide. Paint could also be sprayed onto the walls through tubes, or, for the adventurous, directly from the mouth, across stencils such as hands placed on the wall. Chauvet stands out because here, the walls were often prepared for the imminent paint jobs by scraping them clean first, which really made the paintings pop.
Sign up for our free weekly email newsletter! Panel of the Lions (Detail), Chauvet Cave The Art There are hundreds of paintings and engravings in the Chauvet Cave, ranging from geometric forms of red dots on the walls, to handprints, to more than 420 animal representations. In the majority are animals that were not hunted, such as lions,
rhinoceroses, and bears, which is interesting because from the succeeding Gravettian period onward preferences tended to be reversed, with the focus lying on prey animals. Chauvet also stands out for its use of sophisticated techniques such as wall scraping, stump-drawing, and depicting perspective, which are otherwise not as abundantly
represented in prehistoric cave art. Although this is a tricky topic, it is thought these Palaeolithic people might have had some sort of shamanistic religion in which the art played a role, perhaps with a dose of hunting magic added to it (where the depicted animals were directly influenced by acting on their images). The First Part of the Cave Some of
the first paintings one might bump into after having entered the cave are three cave bears painted in red in a small recess. The artist has cleverly used the relief of the wall to form the shoulders of the biggest bear, as well as stump-drawing the muzzle, the outlines of the head and the forequarters, giving the composition more depth. This first part of
the cave, which is characterised by the colour red, is also home to a couple of clusters of large red dots, located in a side chamber, made by dipping the palm of the right hand in liquid red paint and then pushing it against the cave wall. A bit further into the first section of the cave there are some mysterious images, again in red, with geometric bits,
that are hard to identify; they could be symbolic signs, or even representations of animals (perhaps a butterfly or a bird with its wings spread?). A large panel of red paintings lies beyond, extending for more than twelve meters, which features mostly handprints, geometric signs, and animals such as lions and rhinos. Red Dots Cluster, Chauvet Cave
(Replica) The Second Section A chamber that has no art adorning its walls paves the way into the second section of the cave, where the paintings are now predominantly black rather than red, and engravings step into the limelight, too. The Hillaire Chamber, situated here, is rife with engravings decorating large hanging rocks; one of them is a
remarkable long-eared owl which is shown with its head facing the front while its body is seen from the back, which eternalises the species' cool 180 degree rotation party trick. Owl Engraving, Chauvet Cave (Replica) Further on, more horses jump out, this time drawn in charcoal on the so-called Panel of the Horses. About 20 animals are seen in a
unique, naturalistic scene which is rare in Palaeolithic art, and that makes up one of the major pieces of the Chauvet Cave. Taking centre stage are four horses' heads, but the real eye-catchers are two rhinoceroses that stand face to face, horns crossed, confronting each other in just the way male rhinos actually fight in the wild. A Reindeer Panel and
a structure made up of a cave bear skull - decorated with charcoal marks and placed on top of a large limestone block, its hollow eye-sockets peering out into the darkness - further highlight these Palaeolithic humans' versatility. Panel of the Horses, Chauvet Cave (Replica) Exploring the End Chamber When advancing further into the cave, things just
keep getting more spectacular. The end chamber is so richly decorated you hardly know where to look. The first standout piece is the Panel of the Rhinos, drawn with charcoal on rock, featuring nine lions, one reindeer, and a staggering 17 rhinos (who are otherwise very rare in Palaeolithic wall art). The composition has a spatial perspective to it,
achieved through leaving gaps in strategic places and decreasing the horn sizes of the rhinos towards the back. To the right of the central recess, the incredible Panel of the Lions makes up another unique scene in Palaeolithic art; the main scene shows a pride of 16 lions (indicated mostly by just their heads) chasing a group of seven bison. The lions'
tense expressions, their poses, and the fact that male lions have joined the females – which happens in nature – leaves us with a snapshot of a hunt in progress. The techniques set this piece apart even further; a scraped surface; shading achieved by stump-drawing; areas left blank to create depth; and enhanced outlines by scraping all serve to make
the animals almost leap from the wall. Some more mysterious shapes than these easily identifiable animals are also present in the end chamber, though. The Panel of the Sorcerer has both black drawings and engravings, and features animals such as lions, a horse, two mammoths and a musk ox, but also an odd shape known as the 'Sorcerer'. It seems
to be a composite creature made up of a woman's lower body crowned with the upper body and horned head of a black bison. The last few animals in this chamber are a red rhinoceros, a sketchy rhinoceros, and a mammoth (drawn in charcoal and engraved). The Cave Today Taking the harsh lesson of the Lascaux Cave to heart, which was heavily
damaged by the carbon dioxide produced by its countless visitors, the Chauvet Cave is sealed off to the public. It continues to be studied by an interdisciplinary team, originally led by Jean Clottes, and since 2001 CE by Jean-Michel Geneste. A watchful eye is kept out for any alarming signs. To soothe the frantic interests of people fascinated by our
artistic ancestors – again following Lascaux' example – a replica (known as the Pont-d'Arc Cavern) has been built close to the original cave. Did you like this definition? This article has been reviewed for accuracy, reliability and adherence to academic standards prior to publication. Chauvet Cave - official websiteAccessed 10 Feb 2017. Chauvet Cave
granted World Heritage statusAccessed 10 Feb 2017. Clottes, Jean. Cave Art. Phaidon, 2010 Cuzange, Marie-ThÃ©rÃ¨se e.a. "Radiocarbon Intercomparison Program for Chauvet Cave." Radiocarbon, Vol 49, Nr 2 (2007), pp. 339-347. Delannoy, Jean-Jacques e.a. "The social construction of caves and rockshelters: Chauvet Cave (France) and Nawarla
Gabarnmang (Australia)." Antiquity, Volume 87, Issue 335 (2013), pp. 12-29. Henke, Winfried, and Ian Tattersall (eds.). Handbook of Paleoanthropology. Vol III. Springer, 2015 Sadier, Benjamin e.a. "Further constraints on the Chauvet cave artwork elaboration." PNAS, vol. 109, no. 21 (2012), pp. 8002â€“8006. We want people all over the world to
learn about history. Help us and translate this definition into another language! So far, we have translated it to: French World History Encyclopedia is a non-profit organization. For only $5 per month you can become a member and support our mission to engage people with cultural heritage and to improve history education worldwide. Become a
Member Donate Cave Art (Thames & Hudson World of Art) The Sacred Landscape: How the oldest landscape painting can help us... Chauvet, the Dream Unlocked: Discover imagery embedded into the cave... Submitted by Emma Groeneveld, published on 12 February 2017. The copyright holder has published this content under the following license:
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike. This license lets others remix, tweak, and build upon this content non-commercially, as long as they credit the author and license their new creations under the identical terms. When republishing on the web a hyperlink back to the original content source URL must be included. Please note
that content linked from this page may have different licensing terms. Add Event Visual Timeline The Pleistocene epoch, ranging from c. 2,6 million years ago until c. 12,000 years ago. It is characterised by repeated cycles of glacials and interglacials. The Palaeolithic (or Old Stone Age) period, ranging from c. 2,6 million years ago until c. 12,000
years ago. Aurignacian culture of Homo sapiens in Europe. First period of human occupation of Chauvet Cave. Age of the cave paintings in Chauvet Cave, France. Second human occupation of Chauvet Cave. Lascaux cave paintings. Chauvet Cave is discovered by Jean-Marie Chauvet, Éliette Brunel and Christian Hillaire.
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